What does VOYZX mean or stand for ?
This page explains the astronumerology analysis of the abbreviation VOYZX. Below, you also
find the detailed meaning of each letter in the VOYZX acronym.

Astrological Analysis and meaning of VOYZX
VOYZX has a life path of 4. VOYZX means: With a Life Path 4, your numbers are (4, 13/4,
22/4, 31/4). The Life Path 4 shows that you are a natural genius for planning things. You can
erect, construct and practically assemble applications to make things work with a unique cerebral
excellence. They are one of the most reliable, practical and down to earth of individuals; The
cornerstone members of any company. In fact, as a way of life, a lith path 4 means you are a
builder of society. The cream of the crop in this way of life can be a master builder in society.
You are among these people of great talent who have an ideal character, which is grounded in
practice, so that you can reach upwards, conceive grandiose schemes and take them to the end. If
you want, and are willing to work for it, you can achieve enormous success, prestige and fame.
Obviously everyone can not become famous with a path 4 Life. All of this way of life will have
the opportunity to take over and run it, live with dedication and perseverance and many 4s like to
work in contracts contexts. But very often 4 Life path people eventually become business owners
and managers in the community. In each of these functions, you always demands a lot of
yourself, as you require of others, and sometimes much more. You have the kind of willpower
that is mistaken for sheer stubbornness often. They are tough on themselves, but your honest and
direct speech always create the impression of complete progress. Once a decision is made, they
follow it to conclusion, whether it is good, bad or indifferent. They are very firm in their ways
and determined to handle things as they are so sure that they would succeed. Your determination
and the ability to get the job done borders on obsession sometimes. You are a wonderful
manager with a great sense of how the work should be done. You are an excellent organizer and
planner because of their innate ability to see things in a very common sense and practical way.
This stems from a strong desire to be a perfectionist in your work. Planning is necessary to
prevent errors. It is very likely that a person with a 4 Life path invented the “To Do List” of
things to do. Even with no support, your attention to details and strong will to managa projects as
a neat program allows you to exchange ideas and activities, to catalog and manage every aspect
of your day. In fact, it seems to work best when you are under the gun and a number of difficult
issues. Loyal and dedicated to make the most of their marriage, and they are always the good
provider. Friends can be few in number, but they are very close to them and once friendships are
made, they often last for a lifetime. Number 4 is strongly associated with the earth element, from
which it receives its power and absolute realism. They are one of the most reliable people you
know. If patience and determination can ever win, you are sure to achieve great success in life.
Often, you are called to care for others; to finish what they have started. It might not be fair, and
probably not, but it may be the key to its performance and reputation. The negative side of the 4
can prove dogmatic to an excess, narrow-minded and repressive. A lot of people on the surface,
are turned off by this, and as this may cause a lack of tact. To prevent your feelings from being
hurt, be very clear to all what needs to be done. Moreover, the negative of 4 could be you forget
to catch the small things that often make a company to run smoothly because you have the
tendency to look at the big picture and major opportunities while missing some occasionally.

What is the meaning/definition of the letters in VOYZX?
Meaning of VOYZX by its letters
VOYZX acronym or abbreviation means:
V: Meaning of V in VOYZX. V sits on a single bottom end with to arms projecting upwards in a
slanted way. It displays remarkable accessibility and its extensions show a desire to grasp. It is
also authoritative and painstaking. It's shrewdness is seen in the fact that it converges it's
energies at the bottom. It is therefore skilled or masterly in planning.
O: Meaning of O in VOYZX. O is well carved with no pointed edges. It is smooth and closed. It
shows deep in thought, well disciplined, down in the dumps and caring. The roundedness of the
O with lookout in the middle indicates a peering nature into the outside. This means, lookout for
the mysterious and be home-loving and enjoy the things that are close by. It is a traditionalist
letter.
Y: Meaning of Y in VOYZX. Y is a mystic character. It lies on one leg spreading two arms out
upwards and outwards. Y seems to be yearning for something from above. It is mystic, reserved,
affecting yet self-governing. The separate arms shows why is separate and it could also be
troublesome if it receives mystical powers.
Z: Meaning of Z in VOYZX. The letter Z zigzags forward and backwards to explore both the
left and right sides of the universe. It's bottom is flat showing a certain degree of stability. Z is
determined and helpful. The lower and upper cases of Z look the same indicating Z is
unchanging, highly esteemed, immense and compelling.
X: Meaning of X in VOYZX. X is a cross bettween two arms of exactly the same lenght. It also
balances on two ends at the bottom. It looks like Y with the bottom ends merged in the middle. X
is stable, responsible, gorgeous, and spiritual as it opens upwards. X also shows enlightenment as
it seeks to explore by extending its arms.

